KARNATAKA ELECTRICITY REGULATORY COMMISSION
6th & 7th Floors, Mahalaxmi Chambers,
#9/2, M.G. Road, BANGALORE-560 001

Dated 21ST NOVEMBER, 2014
Present :
1. Sri. M.R. Sreenivasa Murthy

Chairman

2. Sri H.D. Arun Kumar

Member

3. Sri D.B. Manival Raju

Member

In the matter of Amendments to Standard Wheeling and
Banking Agreement for Renewable Sources of Energy Projects
OR DE R
Preamble:
The Commission vide its Order dated 08.7.2014 had approved the standard
‘Wheeling and Banking Agreements’ for Renewable Energy [RE] projects. In
order to give clarity on certain Clauses of the above agreements, the
Commission had proposed amendments inviting comments/views/suggestions
from interested persons. The Commission also held a hearing in the matter on
30.10.2014.

After

considering

the

comments/suggestions/views

of

the

Stakeholders, the Commission has finalized the amendments to the standard
Wheeling and Banking Agreements. Hence, this Order.
Order
The Commission, after considering the comments/suggestions/views of various
stakeholders, hereby approves the amendments to the standard wheeling and
banking agreement formats for non-REC route projects and for captive RE
projects with normal charges, as enclosed to this Order at Annexure-1 and
Annexure -2 respectively.
The ESCOMs are directed to incorporate these amendments in the Standard
Wheeling and Banking Agreements approved vide Commission’s Order dated
08.07.2014.
Sd/(M.R. SREENIVASA MURTHY)
CHAIRMAN

Sd/(H.D. ARUN KUMAR)
MEMBER
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Sd/(D.B. MANIVAL RAJU)
MEMBER

Annexure:1
Amendments applicable to wheeling and banking agreement formats for non-REC
route projects

Clause No.
1.1(l)

5.4

Existing
“Injection Point” means the point
or points at which Electricity is
injected at the project site by the
Company
into
the
Corporation/ESCOM network.
The ESCOM shall recover from the
Exclusive Consumer, twice the
charges applicable to the relevant
category for the over drawal of
power from the grid beyond that
contracted under wheeling with
the Company.

As amended
“Injection Point” means the point
or points at which Electricity is
injected by the Company into the
Corporation’s/ESCOMs’ network.
The ESCOM shall recover from the
Exclusive Consumer:
a) twice the demand charges as
applicable to the relevant
category of consumers as
determined by the Commission
from time to time, for overdrawal
of demand [kW/MW] beyond the
quantum of power contracted
under the wheeling agreement;
and
b) twice the energy charges as
applicable to the relevant
category of consumers for
overdrawal of energy from the
grid beyond the net injected
energy by the Company [injected
energy less the wheeling and
banking charges in kind].
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Annexure:2
Amendments applicable to wheeling and banking agreement formats for captive RE
projects with normal charges

Clause No.
1.1(l)

5.4.

Existing
“Injection Point” means the point
or points at which Electricity is
injected at the project site by the
Company
into
the
Corporation/ESCOM network.
The captive consumers/s not
having any supply agreement with
ESCOM/s , shall pay twice the
charges as per tariff applicable to
relevant category for the over
drawal of power from the grid
beyond that contracted under
wheeling with the Company.

As amended
“Injection Point” means the point
or points at which Electricity is
injected by the Company into the
Corporation’s/ESCOMs’ network.
The captive consumer(s) not
having any supply agreement with
ESCOM(s), shall pay:
a) twice the demand charges as
applicable to the relevant category
of consumers as determined by the
Commission from time to time, for
overdrawal of demand [kW/MW]
beyond the quantum of power
contracted under the wheeling
agreement; and
b) twice the energy charges as
applicable to the relevant category
of consumers for overdrawal of
energy from the grid beyond the
net injected energy by the
Company [injected energy less the
wheeling and banking charges in
kind].
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